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HOPE Enews Bulletin 2016 #05 --- 16 May 2016 

 
The following items have been gathered from various e-newsletters received by HOPE in recent 
times; and/or prepared specifically by HOPE members and supporters. If you have any news to 
contribute, please forward to office@hopeaustralia.org.au.  
Deadline for articles is 15th day of the month. If you would like to discuss news items displayed or 

have letters for the editor please contact the office or <newsletter editor - hotlink> 
 

Editorial 
When will we learn? Or perhaps: “Will we ever learn”? 
Towards the end of this very informative newsletter there is a small paragraph regarding fire ants (one of the 
world’s most invasive species). The ants were believed to be present in shipping containers arriving at the 
Port of Brisbane in 2001, most likely from North America. The red imported fire ant has the capacity to form 
'super colonies' with multiple queens that can provide the ability to spread rapidly and develop extensive 
colonies. Red imported fire ants are opportunistic feeders that are omnivorous and prey on invertebrates, 
vertebrates, and plants. They destroy seeds, harvest honeydew from specialised invertebrates and also 
scavenge. Australia is a unique and diverse land that does not have the diseases and pest problems of other 
countries. But just look what we have done in just over 200 years. Rabbits, foxes, cane toads, lantana, fire 
weed, feral camels, water buffalo, feral cats, feral dogs, and the list goes on. All of these introduced pests 
create ecological and financial problems for governments, farmers and often suburban gardeners. Some 
were deliberately introduced and others were accidentally brought to Australia. But it does not matter how 
they got here; it is now time to do everything we can to stop them so if you have fire ants please contact the 
number in this issue and help to protect Australia from this and other invasive species.  
 
Jingyi Sun, Newsletter Editor, fivedragons@ymail.com  

 

 

Calendar of Events 

Search the national environmental events calendar and/or national community calendar for any events that 
might interest you. 
 
 
JUNE 

 5  World Environment Day 

 5  HOPE’s attendance at Logan Eco Action Festival (LEAF)  
 8  World Oceans Day 
 9  Coral Triangle Day  
 15  Global Wind Day 

 17  World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought 
 22  Earth Day 

 26  Red Nose Day  
 26  National Whale Day 

 
JULY 

 3-12 NAIDOC Week  

 11  World Population Day  

 29  Schools Tree Day  

 31  National Tree Day  
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Date Claimers 
 

20 May 2016 --- HOPE Community Forum – Laws to Protect the Environment, Toowoomba 
Are you interested in learning about the laws that protect our environment? 
 

If your answer is yes, then come along to a community forum on “Exploring Earth Laws, Earth Democracy and the 
Rights of Nature” on Friday 20

th
 May 2017, 7pm – 8.30pm at the Toowoomba City Library (Level 3, Cnr Herries and 

Victoria Sts, Toowoomba). 
 

Guest presenter, Dr Michelle Maloney, National Convenor of Australian Earth Laws Alliance, said “Around the world, 
communities are responding to social, economic and environmental challenges by actively resisting destructive 
developments and working together to create desired positive change. But often our existing legal and governance 
systems don’t help. So can we change the way our legal system works, to better support community aspirations and 
protect the environment?” 
 

The Australian Earth Laws Alliance (AELA) was formed in 2012 by a group of lawyers who believe our legal and 
governance systems need systemic change, in order to build a more Earth-friendly future and nurture the Earth 
Community. 
 

Join us for a fascinating evening of discussions. Dr Maloney will provide an introduction to Earth Laws or “Earth 
Jurisprudence” and facilitate a discussion about the rights of nature, community-based rights and collective strategies for 
reducing consumption.  The seminar is aimed at deepening understanding and enabling ongoing support of individual 
and collective activity. For more information about Michelle, please visit her profile webpage - 
http://www.earthlaws.org.au/about-us/aela-team/michellemaloney/ . 
 

Seats are limited and entry is by gold coin donation, 
 

To reserve your seat, please RSVP by 18 May to HOPE office by ph 4639 2135 or email office@hopeaustralia.org.au . 
 
 

1-2 July 2016 --- Gecko’s own Climate Change Conference 
 

Climate Change for Good Conference Gecko and Griffith University present – a community based conference to 
generate solutions. For more information and Registration: http://climatechangeforgood.com.au/  

 
 

5 June 2016 --- Logan Eco Action Festival (LEAF) 
An adrenaline zone, a health and wellness centre and hosts of workshops 
and demonstrations will be features of the upcoming Logan Eco Action 
Festival (LEAF). 
 

The community festival is a free family fun day celebrating World Environment 
Day to be held from 10am to 3pm on 5 June at the Logan campus of Griffith 
University. 
 

The festival will feature an inspiring interactive and educational program and 
plenty of free family entertainment.  
 

Children will be able to visit the adrenaline zone featuring a host of free 
activities from rock climbing, jumping castles, giant slides and face painting to 

henna body art, wildlife shows and much more. 
 

A free health and wellness centre including meditation, conga classes and yoga sessions will also operate. 
 

Festival goers can attend a range of exciting and interactive demonstrations including cheese making. 
 

The program is rounded out by free live music, up-cycling workshops, native plant sales and the chance to indulge in 
some of the best healthy and organic food stalls and coffee in a funky retro style outdoor cafe area. 
 

Since the inaugural event in 2010, LEAF has attracted more than 25,000 environmentally conscious people from all 
walks of life, of different ages and from all parts of South-East Queensland. 
 

The festival is designed to stimulate awareness about the environmental issues faced by the community and through 
education, festival attendees will be encouraged and empowered to make a positive change. 
 

Attendees will be inspired to turn over a “new leaf”, and in keeping with this year’s theme, Local Action, Global Impact, 
festival goers will be encouraged to start thinking about how their actions and choices affect their own health and the 
environment.  
 

Planting a tree for the future, home gardening, reducing our waste and electricity, reusing and recycling can all make a 
difference. 
 

For more information visit, www.logan.qld.gov.au/leaf  
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Office News Report --- 16 May 2016 
 

Good morning folks, 
 

Office business has been brisk with one event cancellation and 3 others confirmed. 
 
The Nature Laws workshop scheduled for 26 April has been cancelled due to the now unavailability of our guest 
speaker, Glen Klatovsky from Places You Love (PYL) Alliance. Dr Michelle Maloney, AELA (Australian Earth Laws 
Alliance) has offered to step into the breach and speak at our May community forum. Dr Maloney’s presentation 
“Exploring Earth Laws, Earth Democracy and the Rights of Nature” will be held on Friday 20 May, from 7pm until 
8.30pm, at the Toowoomba City Library meeting rooms area (level 3) with access through the carpark (level 1) off 
Victoria St, Toowoomba. 
 

Our application to participate at the 2016 Logan Eco Action Festival (LEAF) has been accepted. The event is being held 
on World Environment Day, Sunday 5 June (10am-3pm), at Griffith University Logan Campus. I’ve organised the 

literature and HOPE pull-up banners. All I need now is a volunteer to come with me (or to meet me there) to staff our 
display.  
 

We’ve received our invitation to attend this year’s Toowoomba Languages & Cultures Festival (Sunday 14 August). The 
site fee has increased to $100 – which we might be able to make back in donations and/or sale of plants, etc. A small 
team of volunteers is required to transport equipment and materials to and from the site, as well as staff our information 
display. Please contact the office on 07 4639 2135 or email office@hopeaustralia.org.au to offer your support. 
 

Our local appeal for gardening tools & equipment has finished. The goods were 
handed over to Warwick’s St. Vincent de Paul’s Cornerstone project on Monday 18 
April. Ms Jackie Doyle was over-whelmed by the variety and quantity of tools 
collected. 
 

HOPE’s social get-together on Saturday 30 April was a small but vocal affair. 
Thanks to all who brought a plate of food to share for afternoon tea. 
 

Energy Efficiency Roadshow project – A modified application has been submitted 

to the Queensland Government’s GCBF (Gambling Community Benefit Fund) 
Round 89 for consideration. I’ve also asked Joseph Mula (who wrote our original 
project proposal) to refresh his proposal for submission to ExxonMobil. 
 

Media/Publications – With the recent departure of several admin volunteers, we 

are in urgent need of volunteers to help with internet research, literaure review, 
article writing and media support. So, if you have some spare time and/or know of 
someone with good writing/clerical skills please contact the office on 4639 2135 to 
volunteer your/their services. 

 

Membership - Our national membership has remained static at 600+ for several years now. Do you have any 

suggestions on how we can promote HOPE more widely and effectively – and, therefore increase our membership? 
 

On a personal note, my doctor has initiated a health care plan for me to control my diabetes, etc. If I stick to “the plan”, 
maybe my overall health and fitness will improve. 
 

Regards, 
 

Frank, Ondrus, President and acting Office Manager – HOPE Inc., ph 07 4639 2135 
 

 
 

Positions Vacant – Media Officers 
Householders' Options to Protect the Environment Inc. (HOPE) requires the services of several volunteers to 
assist with our media activities. The media officers will be responsible for drafting media releases, 
advertorials, project announcements; event notices; and articles for our e:news bulletin and other 
publications. 
 
A fair portion of the above work would ideally be done by locals (i.e. in the Toowoomba area) because the 
HOPE office is in Toowoomba. However, quite a bit of the literature review, research, media and publications 
activity can be done via email. If you have a little bit of time to help us in any way, then contact the HOPE 
office on phone (07) 4639 2135. 
 
Note:  If we can enlist a team of 3 or 4 media officers, then their individual contribution may be as little as 
one item every 3-4 months. 
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Letters to the Editor 
 
Dear HOPE,  

Re: An inherent state of disconnect in an overly ‘connected’ world 

I write at a time in human history where many people in developed and developing nations, around the world, are in a 
state of deep disconnect. It is a deep, spiritual disconnect in the fundamental aspects of our lives, dormant, being largely 
ignored in itself. This disconnect is brought about by many things, some being greed, desire or ‘want’, ignorance, and 
other factors largely the result of an egotistical societal complex deeply ingrained in most of us. I feel like the concept of 
‘transcending an ego’ is still predominantly eastern in nature, and absent from the ‘American Dream’, or other such 
western, primarily capitalist socioeconomic constructs. What I am speaking of is food, water, cleanliness, shelter, 
warmth, community and hereditary transfer of information (learning from each other and our environment), and all those 
aspects of our lives that couldn’t be more fundamental if we wanted them to be. Not many of us actually grow any of our 
own food, capture water direct from above or collect it elsewhere, and there is certainly not many of us who have built 
themselves practically sized homes from locally sources recycled materials and gone completely off the grid, despite 
how much some of us may want to.  

It is not difficult to see that most of us have been gradually disconnected from the natural environment as things became 
simpler and more convenient, and as technology and industry developed. Contemplate for a moment, the dramatic loss 
of connection when food items could just be bought, pre-packaged, and even predominantly pre-prepared, rather than 
grown, hunted, harvested, prepared, preserved, using methods passed down for generations. This one simple 
replacement in daily life has dramatic consequences that can readily be seen when blatantly comparing the two like that. 
There are many examples of similar circumstances leading to deep disconnection, including appliances and other 
technology for cooking, cleaning, and entertainment; millions of tonnes of plastic production allowing a person to 
purchase some food without having the presence of mind to bring something to eat or something to eat with; and one of 
the most important examples of all, I believe, is our disconnect from each other, despite living in an age where hundreds 
of people are on a train in an crowded Australian capital city and I could see two people without a supposedly 
communicative and connective device holding their attention. We are social and thoughtful beings and should not be 
trapped inside ourselves.  

This is a short piece but it has allowed me to reflect on this idea and to present it for the first time to an audience whom I 
hope can gain appreciation or even insight from the idea. I actively strive to develop myself each day and to reconnect 
myself wherever possible. Producing some of your own food and/or buying it from some local producers and 
transporting it home in reusable bags, is a simple way for anyone to make a start at reconnecting themselves to the 
community and the natural environment, and I encourage all to do so.     

 

Zachary Paterson – Griffith University, School of Environment, Gold Coast, Queensland 
 

 

Dear HOPE, 

Far too often, environmental scientists and conservationists hear bad news. When there’s some really good news it’s 
important to share that too. 

Very recently there have been some remarkable breakthroughs in efforts to protect the imperiled Leuser Ecosystem—
the last place on Earth where tigers, rhinos, orangutans and elephants still survive together. The Leuser, in Indonesia, 
has been under tremendous pressure but now there is hope on the horizon. 

https://theconversation.com/good-news-for-the-only-place-on-earth-where-tigers-rhinos-orangutans-and-elephants-live-
together-58777 

Please forward this message to anyone who might be interested. If you don’t wish to receive these occasional emails, 
just reply with “unsubscribe” in the subject line. 

 

Thanks, 

Bill, William F. Laurance, PhD, FAA, FAAAS, FRSQ 

Distinguished Research Professor & Australian Laureate 

Prince Bernhard Chair in International Nature Conservation 

Director of the Centre for Tropical Environmental and Sustainability Science (TESS) 
 

 
Helpful Hint 

Bicarb Soda:  
General uses: abrasive cleaner, deodoriser, whitener, stain removal.  
Replaces: oven cleaner, carpet/mat deodoriser, surface and bench-top 
cleaner, tile, basin and toilet cleaner, drain cleaner, deodorising agents, water 
softener, personal deodorant, dry hair shampoo, tooth-paste, pet coat 
conditioners, insect repellent, garden fungal powders & more. 
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Helpful Hints 
 

Compost and organic growing for healthy soil and plants 
By HOPE supporter, Qld 
 

Benefits of organic growing: Organic growing is ideal for home gardeners. You protect your health by reducing the 

amount of chemicals in your environment. Organic materials also tend to be a great deal cheaper than relying totally on 
chemical sprays and fertilisers. 

Plants properly nourished and free from stress suffer less from pests and diseases. Plants fed a balanced diet rich in 
minerals makes organically grown fruits and vegetables are both health giving and delicious. 

In the ornamental garden vigorous growth can be expected, with healthy foliage and flowers of particular brilliance. 

A well-organised organic garden is also labour saving, needing a minimum of spraying, digging, weeding and watering. 

Composting: Composting speeds up recycling and supplies economical, fertile compost. Material that can be 

composted includes kitchen scraps, paper, lawn clippings, pruning waste, weeds, fallen leaves and flowers, animal 
manure, leaf and dust sweepings, kapok, and cotton and woollen stuffing. If available, untreated bark, sawdust, 
mushroom compost, feathers and hair, straw, hay, pine needles, pieces of carpet and underfelt may be added. Note that 
Diseased plants and soil MUST NOT be composted. 

Composting process: Composting involves the rapid growth of bacteria that consume oxygen, water and the carbon 

and nitrogen present in the material to be composted. The heat generated by this rapid growth destroys most weed 
seeds and disease or organisms in the material. 

The composting process is most rapid when there is approximately 30 times as much carbon as nitrogen in the mix. 
Carbon predominates in woody and mature materials like sawdust, autumn leaves, paper and straw. Animal wastes and 
lush foliage are high in nitrogen. Insufficient nitrogen produces a slow cold breakdown, an excess results in a smelly 
process that creates a lot of ammonia. 

Animal manure is not essential where other nitrogen is available for supplying trace elements (e.g. seaweed). Manure 
from most farmyard animals is fairly low in nitrogen and can be used without composting, but straight chicken manure, 
dog droppings and especially pigeon manure contain a lot of nitrogen and are safer composted as they may burn roots. 

Compost bins: More than one compost bin is usually recommended, with several types satisfactory, providing they 

have sufficient ventilation and a protective cover. 

 Wooden bins, usually made in sets of three, should be made from treated timber for long life (what about the 
toxicity of the treated timber ?). 

 Chicken wire on a frame or self-supporting weldmesh can be lined with cardboard or plastic pierced with holes, 
to avoid dry outer layers. 

 Plastic bins are long lasting and neat. 

Heaps may be taken apart and rebuilt and material in wooden bins turned from one into another. Plastic or wire bins may 
be lifted off the heap and the compost tossed back in. 

Compost tumblers: A compost tumbler consists of a hand-rotated drum mounted on a frame. 

Turning and mixing speeds up the composting process. In a tumbler rotated daily breakdown takes two weeks but in a 
totally unturned heap it takes up to nine months. 

Steps to make good compost: Preferably fill the bins or tumbler in one operation, mixing the ingredients. Otherwise 

alternate carbon and nitrogen rich layers. The base of the compost should have soil contact to attract organisms such as 
bacteria and earthworms. The soil on weed roots and the animal manure added to the compost also supply bacteria. 
Where weeds are not included, small amounts of soil or manure should be mixed in. The bottom layer should be coarse, 
twiggy material for good aeration. Make sure all compost materials are moist not soaking wet.  

Sprinklings of gypsum can be added to give the compost organisms required calcium. DO NOT add lime. Eucalyptus 
leaves, some woody residues, and poor grass may not rot because of lack of phosphorous, which can be supplied by 
chicken manure or light sprinklings of blood and bone. Thick stems rot poorly, so crush, chop or shred them or pass 
them under a rotary mower or a shredder. Do not add perennial weeds containing bulbs or corms to your compost (such 
as oxtails or onion weed). Rarely would domestic heaps be enough hot enough to kill them. 

When full, cover the completed bin with a piece of plastic or old carpet. If vigorous heating of the compost does not 
occur, check air and moisture levels and if necessary increase nitrogen. 

Turning a hot heap to mix in outer layers encourages even processing. When the heat dies away, the material may be 
used at once or left until broken down completely to fine black humus. 

Uses of compost: First stage (fresh) compost material is most suitable for top- dressing established plants and soil. The 
completely black humus can be used or mixing into soil in new plantings. 

Composts from fertile gardens are a complete plant food and if they are used generously most plants will flourish without 
chemical feeding. 

 

 
 
 
 
 



Garden Design for a Dry Climate 

Most people are aware of the need to conserve water in the garden. The actual design of the garden can play a big part 
in how ‘water efficient’ a garden is. 

Ideally a garden should be designed so that it can be maintained with as little extra watering as possible. This means 
making the most of available rainfall. 

‘Capturing’ as much rain in the soil as possible and then reducing the rapidity of moisture loss from the garden is vital. A 
water efficient garden uses every opportunity to absorb rainfall through earth shaping, maintaining a good vegetative or 
mulch cover and an ‘open’ soil that freely takes up and holds water. To reduce moisture loss, windbreaks and shade play 
an essential role. 

Run-off is the loss of water from the garden before it has had time to soak into the soil. Run-off is increased by heavy 
rain on steep, impermeable slopes, devoid of vegetation. You can harness run-off by directing water to areas that need 
extra water, or you can increase absorption. This can be achieved by deep ripping across the slope, by building contour 
banks, swales, pondage banks, or terracing. When planning earth works allow for excess run-off during heavy rain. 

Terracing is an age-old technique. Retaining walls can be built by the average home gardener and can be made with any 
number of different materials. When planning a wall and higher than 900mm you are advised to consult a professional. 
However, a series of smaller retaining walls (with planting in between) usually looks better than one big one. Make 
adequate allowance for drainage, as water building up at the back of the wall can cause it to collapse. 

Pondage banks, swales & contour banks can be incorporated as part of your garden beds. They can be as simple as a 
small channel, a spade’s width wide, or several metres wide and long, made with heavy earth-moving equipment. 
Contour banks can be utilised to direct water to specific areas of the garden. Deep ripping along the contours aids 
absorption of water by slowing down run-off and increasing infiltration. Creating dishes around plants is like terracing on 
a miniature scale. When plants cover the ground, they hold the soil together with their toots creating stability. They also 
act as a buffer to heavy rainfall as their leaves break the impact of raindrops, and slow down runoff simply by their 
physical presence on the ground surface. 

Windbreaks are particularly important in areas such as the veggie patch and orchard. Consider the direction of seasonal 
prevailing winds when you first plan a garden layout, and design windbreaks accordingly. The most effective windbreaks 
are not solid, but have a structure of roughly half solid / half open. The colonial style open picket fences and trellises that 
are popular these days are ideal. So too are lightly foliaged trees and shrubs such as eucalypts, melaleucas and 
westringias. As a rough guide a windbreak will shelter a length of up to ten times its height. 

Shade should be used more in Australian gardens. We are still designing gardens in a European fashion where sunny 
spots are the comfortable places to be. Our hot summers make shade areas desirable places to sit and walk. From 
observation many plants that can take ‘full sun’ often grow better with some shade for part of the day. So plan your 
garden with shady arbours, vine covered walkways, dappled shade from trees and cool retreats complete with 
hammocks. You will reduce evaporation and create a beautiful garden at the same time. 

 

 

Making the most of mulch 

Mulch is important in the garden. To make the most of mulch it pays to find out what materials are useful and what is 
available. 

We use straight mulch on the garden beds to suppress weeds, retain moisture and improve soil structure. Fine mulches 
can be used around small seedlings, while coarser mulches are ideal for shrubs, trees, climbers and larger plants in the 
vegetable garden. 

Types of Mulch: 

 Bark: Bark is rich in minerals, and has to be applied in thick layers to prevent weeds pushing through. Forty 

millimetres is not too much depth when using bark. Shredded bark can be use anywhere in the garden and 
decomposes very quickly. 

 Grass and Hay: Hay and long grass are coarser than clippings, lower in nitrogen and will most likely contain seeds. 

Can be applied thickly, providing and effective mini-windbreak when pulled up close to seedlings and plants. 

 Grass clippings: These are rich in nitrogen and potash but should be applied in thin layers or they can pack down 

and stop the penetration of watering and/or rain. Grass clippings should always be aged (or composted) before use 
on the garden. Never waste lawn clippings by taking trips to the dump. 

 Hair: Human and animal hair is a fibrous material that breaks down more rapidly than wool or feathers. 

Hairdressers and your local vet may well supply you with large quantities of hair that could be used in the compost 
heap or put around trees in conjunction with clippings or hay. 

 

Helpful Hint 

Vinegar:  
General uses: Cheap (generic) vinegar: cleaning, disinfecting, deodorising, anti-
bacterial agent, insect repellent, preservative. Cider or White Vinegar (made from a 
natural source, such as apples or grapes): hair conditioner, skin astringent, personal 

deodorant, therapeutic.  
Replaces: general cleaning agent, disinfectant, surface sprays, air deodoriser, window 

cleaner, mould remover, stain remover, fabric conditioner, skin astringent, hair conditioner, 
personal deodorant, floor and wood cleaner, insect repellent, garden spray, weed killer. 
 

 



Don’t be sold on packaging! 
Marketing people realise the importance of the consumer’s initial reaction to their product. Promoting an item is far 
easier when the article is pleasingly packaged for display purposes. The simplest product can become eye-catching 
when colours, plastics, paper and cardboard are utilised effectively. 

But is all this packaging really necessary? Not when one considers how over- packaging wastes resources, or the fact 
that 10% of the average shopping bill pays for packaging, much of which is discarded within minutes of arriving home. 

Conscientious shoppers make purchases according to their needs. In these difficult economic times, the wants and 
desires of the common person are shelved and we have learned to do without the frivolous extras. 

Out of necessity, we have become consumers of essentials. So when buying your essentials, consider the following 
suggestions which will minimise your consumption of packaging materials: 

 Buy in bulk or in large quantities to save on the costs of packaging. 

 Divide the contents of bulk packaging into re-useable containers. 

 Purchase refillable products. 

 Refuse products packaged in plastic. Most plastics are non-biodegradable and cause very long lasting litter. 

 Avoid food packaged excessively on polystyrene trays and covered with plastic wrap. 

 Refrain from using plastic wrap by using reusable containers or waxed paper. 

 Resist heavily packaged products and individually wrapped items such as cheese slices 

 Look for alternative products produced by companies exhibiting a more environmentally responsible approach. 

 Buy products packaged in materials that can be recycled. 

 Reuse packaging such as paper and plastic bags for rubbish, and bottles for storage. 

 Avoid single use disposable items and packaging. 

 Refuse paper plates and napkins and one-use plastic and Styrofoam cups. 

 Use cloth serviettes, glass and china.  

 Minimise consumption of plastic bags – carry alternatives such as canvas or other reusable bags with you 
when shopping, and minimise the number of bags you accumulate when buying multiple items. 

 Plastic bags can be reused many times when washed. 

Consumers who are aware of the hazards of disposable products and refuse to purchase such products, force the 
manufacturer to consider other options for packaging their product. 

Manufactures and retailers only continue dealing in commercially successful products. Before purchasing an item, 
evaluate the amount of non – recyclable waste produced to package it. Make a statement by becoming an ethical 
consumer and dedicate yourself to preserving resources too precious to waste. 

 

Ecological Footprint: Practical Economics 

Author: Stacey J Vorwerk (Reviewed by Ajay Patil and Frank Ondrus) 
 

Factoring in the daily play of how one can decrease their personal 
ecological footprint is an area of never ending ongoing improvement.  
Through maximising and applying the usual ways i.e. reduce, reuse, 
recycle and upcycling/repurposing, resorting to more long term solutions, 
specifically transportation, is an aspect in constant evolution and the 
focus point of this article. 
 

Please note: this article is by no means a sales pitch for particular 

product on the market – it just a summary of my initial findings in 
searching for a suitable and easily maintainable product/car that could suit suspected future needs. 
 

With a trend now in battery powered cars reducing both the ecological 
footprint and the running costs associated with a car, the questions 
posed to assist decision making may be as follows:  

 Are the operating costs (including maintenance/servicing) cheaper 
using an electric/hybrid car vs a fuel driven car? If so by what amount? 

 What is the warranty timeframe provided on a hybrid or battery 
powered car? 

 What are the costs associated in regards to car insurance (i.e. comprehensive) for a battery powered car? 

 How can be battery be charged when there may not be any recharging points, travelling from say Adelaide to 
Darwin?   

 Does the battery powered car have the ability to tow a trailer and/or caravan? If so are there restrictions on 
loading ability? 

 

Further information to explore on current developments/trends for battery powered cars: 

 http://myelectriccar.com.au/ 

 http://www.motoring.com.au/battery-powered-cars-to-flourish-bosch-49195/ 
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Feature Articles 

 

Daily care of the environment … by children 

The environmental movement has long staged campaigns to care for, protect and improve the state of the world which 
we live in. Adults (mostly parents) are urged to improve the environmental conditions for their children and 
grandchildren. How best to pass on the work already started? We all must become teachers and learners – a co-
operative effort across every age group, to work together to continually improve areas of environmental concern. 

Children should be concerned about the environment; and we as parents, teachers, adults, should also be concerned. 
The primary point of any learning is for example – which starts in the home, where examples of speech, behaviour and 
sharing are taught often unconsciously!!! We need to make some conscious efforts to include learning to care for the 
environment, as an integral part of everyday living. 

Practical examples of this include: composting organic waste from the kitchen, and separating rubbish into recyclable 
categories. These could be allocated as jobs for the children to do – ultimately, on their own. 

Use of water in the house and garden should also be discussed at a family level, and ways of implementing water 
preservation and conservation techniques should be drawn up and adopted. What does this mean? Make a “rule” – turn 
the tap off whilst brushing your teeth. Fill a cup with water and use that to rinse your mouth after brushing. Reduce time 
in the shower – set a target amount of time for water to be running in the shower – and stick to it!!! You will be doing your 
bit to preserve the water supply and conserve the amount you use. In the long run, you also save yourself dollars on 
water rates!! 

But, caring for our world should not only been seen as things we should stop doing. Be positive, we can learn a lot from 
observing nature at work – in a park, for example. Frequent family visits to a park or nature reserve, will help build up 
knowledge of nature’s cycles. Deciduous trees are excellent “teachers” of the cycles of the seasons. Animals, especia lly 
birds and insects which live in such places, also provide avenues of learning. We need to look, listen, think and discuss 
such activities as family groups. 

At home too, children should be encouraged to participate in gardening activities; as well as noting the variety of birds 
and insects which can be found there. Perhaps the children could be given a particular area of garden to maintain, or a 
particular tree or shrub to care for and watch its growth pattern. 

Reading is an essential element in the development of new knowledge and understanding of a topic. Most libraries – 
school and public – have books about nature, caring for animals and improving the environment. Reading together 
promotes a question and answer situation, which helps in the understanding of the story or information being read. 
Television programmes which provide us with visual information as well, should not be overlooked as sources of greater 
learning and understanding of our environment. 

Sadly we are familiar with signs which indicate dangerous or hazardous substances in our own environments. By 
continuing to work together on improving awareness and raising the level of involvement in the care of our world, we 
hope to see a reduction in such signs which indicate: WARNING: polluted water, no swimming allowed; or DANAGER: 
toxic chemical spill, do not enter; or CAUTION: playground has broken glass, play with caution. 

We should practice more care in our actions! 

 

 

Genetic Diversity 
(Adapted By Stacey Vorwerk) 
 

What is genetic diversity? 

Genetic diversity refers to the diversity (or genetic variability) within species. 

Each individual species possesses genes which are the source of its own unique features: In human beings, 
for example, the huge variety of people's faces reflects each person's genetic individuality. The term genetic 
diversity also covers distinct populations of a single species, such as the thousands of breeds of different 
dogs or the numerous varieties of roses. 

What is the significance of genetic diversity? 

The huge variety of different gene sets also define an individual or a whole population's ability to tolerate 
stress from any given environmental factor. 

While some individuals might be able to tolerate an increased load of pollutants in their environment, others, 
carrying different genes, might suffer from infertility or even die under the exact same environmental 
conditions. Whilst the former will continue to live in the environment the latter will either have to leave it or 

die. This process is called natural selection and it leads to the loss of genetic diversity in certain habitats. However, the 
individuals that are no longer present might have carried genes for faster growth or for the ability to cope better with 
other stress factors. 

How do human activities affect genetic diversity? 

Any change in the environment - natural or human induced causes a selection of events that only the fittest survive.  

Anthropogenic impact is particularly apparent in the coastal zone and increases the number of changes occurring to 
individual and populations. Such pressure is exerted by: 

 artificial selection (harvesting, aquaculture)  



 degradation of habitats (leading to a reduction of total stocks and thus increasing the likeliness of inbreeding) and  

 the release of farmed fish into the wild. These activities reduce the sum of genes available, thus leaving behind a 
population that is less capable of tolerating any further natural or anthropogenically caused changes in environment.  

These activities reduce the sum of genes available, thus leaving behind a population that is less capable of tolerating 
any further natural or human disturbances in environment. 

Why prevent the loss of genetic diversity? 

The loss of genetic diversity is difficult to see or measure. In contrast, the reduction and extinction of populations is far 
easier to see. Extinction is not only the loss of whole species, but is also preceded by a loss of genetic diversity within 
the species. 

This loss reduces the species ability to perform its inherent role in the whole ecosystem. 

Furthermore, the loss of genetic diversity within a species can result in the loss of useful and desirable traits 
(e.g. resistance to parasites). Reduced diversity may eliminate options to use untapped resources for food 
production, industry and medicine. 

 

 

Land Clearing and the Queensland Vegetation Management Bill Amendment 2016 
Land clearing in Queensland is accelerating with the latest data confirming that 296,000 hectares of bushland was 
cleared in 2013-14 – three times as much as in 2008-09. Clearing in Queensland alone in 2013-14 was more than was 
cleared in the whole of Australia in 2008 (216,500 ha). This has become possible through the Legislative changes 
passed by the Newman Government and permits issued around 2 weeks prior to the election.  

A detailed investigative report by Dr Martin Taylor of the WWF showed a fourfold increase in remnant vegetation clearing 
in Queensland since since 20092010, as a result of progressive weakening of the state’s vegetation clearing laws. 

http://www.wwf.org.au/news_resources/resource_library/?14640/BushlanddestructionrapidlyincreasinginQueensland# 

The Queensland Vegetation Management (Reinstatement) and Other Legislation Amendment Bill 2016 is currently 
under inquiry by the Agriculture and Environment Committee. Public submissions closed on 25 th April. The Committee 
is to report to Parliament by 30 th June 2016. 

https://www.parliament.qld.gov.au/workofcommittees/committees/AEC/inquiries/currentinquiries/11VegetationMangt 

Therefore, it is vital that this Bill is passed to restore previous levels of protection for Queensland’s 

ecosystems and wildlife. The Bill 

 reinstates the protection of high value regrowth on freehold and indigenous land; 

 removes provisions which permit clearing applications for high value agriculture and irrigated agriculture; 

 broadens protection of riparian vegetation, especially in the Great Barrier Reef catchments of Burnett Mary, 
Eastern Cape York and Fitzroy rivers; 

 reinstates the application of the riverine protection permit framework to the destruction of vegetation in a 
watercourse, lake or spring; and 

 reinstates a requirement for environmental offsets to be required for any residual impact, not just ‘significant’ 
impacts as is currently provided for in offsets Legislation. 

PTBA’s member organisations and individuals are encouraged to maintain a dialogue with the three Independent 
Members of Parliament and seek their support for change. We recommend writing letters, emails and tweets. They need 
to hear from people from all over the state, as well as from residents in their electorate. 

Some reasons for protecting Queensland’s vegetation by regulating its clearing are that it: 

 Improves the protection of threatened and endangered native species; 

 Helps to conserve ecological processes and biodiversity; 

 Helps moderate climate in a drought prone State; 

 Contributes to reduced green-house gas emissions; and 

 Reduces land degradation: tree clearing near catchments can cause land erosion and run off into river 
catchments – the erosion and run off caused by clearing along the Great Barrier Reef catchment river banks is 
a leading cause of adverse impacts to the Reef. 

PTBA recognises that farmers will need to clear land for food production. We understand and support the responsible 
and appropriate clearing of land where the benefits from subsequent agricultural production are clear and outweigh the 
cost. However we do not support the clearing of marginal, poor quality land that is unlikely to deliver returns. For 
example, the extensive clearing on Cape York will be unlikely to deliver any benefits as cropping has repeatedly failed on 
this poor quality land. PTBA encourages the expansion of environmental tourism. This is especially important in the Wet 
Tropics and Cape York where birding and nature tourism is a growing industry. 

Contact details for the three Independent Members are: 

• Peter Wellington: – Peter.Wellington@parliament.qld.gov.au – @pwellingtonmp 

• Rob Pyne: – Rob. Pyne@parliament.qld.gov.au - @RobJPyne 

• Billy Gordon: – Billy.Gordon@parliament.qld.gov.au – @billygordonMP 

 
(Sourced from PtBA newsletter, May 2016) 
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Queensland News 
 

Protect the Bush Alliance - http://ptba.org.au/  
Protect the Bush Alliance (PTBA) is an alliance of organisations and individuals that are working together to protect the 
flora and fauna of Queensland from the increasing threats to our biodiversity as a consequence of land clearing, mining 
and other activities. PTBA is currently sponsored by BirdLife Southern Queensland. 

Aims 

 To advocate for the protection of areas of high conservation value. 
 To identify and encourage activities that improve the understanding of the importance of biodiversity and other 

environmental values.  
 To facilitate the collection of biodiversity data in areas of high conservation value 

 

Action Priorities 

 Advocate for the improved protection of areas of high conservation value and high biodiversity through submissions, 
lobbying and other appropriate actions. 

 Conduct and facilitate surveys and collect data on the biodiversity of areas of high conservation value under threat. 
 To work with landholders and communities to encourage a greater understanding of the importance of conserving 

areas of high conservation value on private land.  
 Examination of proposed changes to conservation legislation, and submission of recommendations to relevant 

Government Departments. 
 Develop stronger connections and work with member organisations to advocate for the strengthening of 

environmental legislation. 

 

Membership 

Membership is open to any person or organisation that endorses the aims. There is no membership fee but it is 
expected that member organisations will: 

 Distribute the PTBA newsletter to their members directly and/or via links to the PTBA website. 

 Invite their members to participate in PTBA activities 

 Leverage the expertise in member organisations to contribute to PTBA and member activities. 

Members will have a wide range of views on other issues, but will work together to achieve improved conservation 
outcomes. To join PTBA, please fill out the membership form and send to the Coordinator or contact PTBA. 

Meetings are held every two months and all members are welcome to attend. Members are invited to get involved in 
PTBA activities such as animal or plant surveys, campaigns, photographing threatened areas, helping to write 
submissions on issues threatening our bush and its biodiversity. The Alliance needs volunteers to participate in and 
support our activities. 

 

 

 

 
 

Life’s too short to be throwing money down the drain! 

Life in modern times has become complicated. In 
Grandma's day just a few items were used for household 
tasks: soap, salt and hot water! But in our modern world 
there is an array of products - a separate product, in fact, 
for nearly every cleaning and household task. Great for the 
manufacturer - more money! - but not so great for the 
consumer pocket or purse. Buying numerous products for 
every specific job in the home is an expensive business - 
but it's not necessary. As long as your home is clean - 
whether it be with the most expensive product on the 
supermarket shelf or with just plain old bicarb soda - the 
result is the same. But the money saved can be quite 
significant.  

 

 

 

 

http://ptba.org.au/#_blank


National News 
 

Reef gets $45mill boost through QFF led reef alliance project 

 

The QFF, on behalf of all delivery partners, welcomes the Federal 
Government’s significant investment through the Reef Trust to 
improve land management practices which will help protect the Great 
Barrier Reef,” 
“The project will establish links between industry and NRM groups 
along the Reef to deliver an integrated ‘whole of reef’ programme of 
training, extension and on-ground support to agricultural land 
managers and the broader reef community,” 
“QFF are committed to this holistic approach as it will eliminate 
duplication, boost sharing and provide consistent project support 
systems, maximising Reef water quality outcomes while ensuring 
profitable productive agricultural landscapes,” 
For more information + here Media Release 
(Announcement made in Cairns by Greg Hunt MP with Warren Entsch MP. 
Photos: M Robertson) 

 
 

 
 

Fire Ants 

 One of the world's most invasive species. If they establish 
permanently in Queensland they will ruin our way of life, and have 
serious health and environmental impacts. Everyday activities, such 
as barbecues, picnics and sporting events may no longer be possible 
in high infestation areas.  
With your help we have the best chance of ridding Queensland of fire 
ants. Check your yard and report back to us using our online form or 
by calling us on 13 25 23 
+ more  

  

 
 

Wildlife Conservation Plan for Migratory Shorebirds 

  
This week the Australian Government is today launching a new plan 
to help protect 35 species of shorebirds that regularly travel 
thousands of kilometres to visit our shores. This Wildlife Conservation 
Plan for Migratory Shorebirds outlines national activities to support 
migratory shorebird conservation initiatives and provides a strategic 
framework to ensure these activities plus future research and 
management actions are integrated and remain focused on the long-
term survival of migratory shorebird populations and their habitats.    
+ more 

 

 
 

El Nino declining; 50% likelihood of La Nina later in 2016 

 While the 2015–16 El Niño remains at weak to moderate levels, 
recent changes in the tropical Pacific Ocean and atmosphere, 
combined with current climate model outlooks, suggest the likelihood 
of La Niña in 2016 has increased to around 50%. 
+ more  
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Reforming Landfill Levies – Creating Certainty for an Industry to Grow 
By Mike Harwood Sustainable Resource Solutions, www.mikehaywood-srs.com.au 

 

When the various State Governments determined it would be a prudent and sound environmental policy to implement a 

Landfill Levy; the Public, Local Governments and Industry were informed that this levy was both a recovery to the 
community of the cost of the loss of arable land, the impact of landfills and to encourage the implementation of the 
strategies of the Waste Hierarchy. 

While the levy has made an significant improvement in the way that waste is handled there have also been significant 
perverse outcomes in the way that certain sectors of the industry has responded and in fact in most states the actual 
costs of landfill is less than the Landfill levy meaning that the industry has an incentive to either retain waste outside of 
the landfill (Stockpiling) or create marvellous materials for beneficial reuse. 

INDUSTRY WILL ALWAYS DUMP WHERE THE DISPOSAL COSTS ARE CHEAPEST 

This structure means for the industry that the key to their behaviour has become all about the cheapest disposal facility 
available. From the point of view of the disposal facilities it has become all about as much volume as you can get for as 
much as you can get for it. 

Given the volume of airspace available and the lack of the ability of the regulator to control what is happening in the 
industry we have a scenario where most facilities are operating very close to the legal and financial edge so in effect 
even those that are trying to operate within the legal framework are being forced to be recalcitrant just to stay in 
business. 

THE LEVY IS CHARGED AT THE GATE OF THE LANDFILL NOT THE DEPOT 

Due to the way the Levy is applied and collected by the landfill operator or depot it is not in their interest to transfer the 
waste to the landfill as that will trigger the payment therefore if you stockpile you get to keep of the Levy component. 

What should happen is that the levy is paid direct to Treasury and the recycler has to recycle the material in an EPA 
approved process and distribute the commodities or products to either EPA approved processing facilities or produce 
EPA approved products to be able to claim back the levies from Treasury.  

In short this is the way the levy collection really works; it’s a simple equation and it goes like this: 

 

 

 

e levy! 

 

Sectors of the Waste Industry have been advocating for a mass balance measures for more than 10 years as they 
believe that it is the only way that EPA can regulate the industry in a transparent and consistent way. 

A mass balance approach will give the EPA the tools to regulate the recalcitrant operators by establishing a sound basis 
for benchmarking recycling outcomes versus stockpiling. 

To ensure that mass balance reporting is appropriate, accurate and auditable, the following key performance 
management tools should be key to any program: 

• Ring fence the waste site (one way in and one way out over a weighbridge). 

• Physical separation of landfill and resource recovery operation. 

• Use of cameras boom gates and E Tag readers on weigh bridges. 

• Live reporting to EPA. 

• EPA invoice and collect levy payments direct from customer. 

It is an interesting historical fact that the EPA relies on the waste sector to collect, report and pay the Landfill Levy 
component to the EPA especially as many of those sites now charge a gate fee plus Levy and GST.  The industry acts 
like a 'tax collector'. 

I believe the EPA should have a live feed from the weighbridge of any facility that receives waste materials and that EPA 
should charge the levy direct to the disposing company. This technology is available and would not be too different to 
current toll road technology; only instead of charging by sectors of distance travelled, the charge would be made on the 
basis of tonnes delivered. 

While this may require some additional EPA staffing levels to manage there are not a lot of customers only those that 
operate in the waste industry and anecdotally there is potentially millions of additional dollars to be collected. 

With all waste transport licence approvals, a waste transporter will be issued with an E Tag which will be required to be 
attached to the window of the transporting vehicle; this technology could be the same as the Toll System used in the 
Eastern States toll roads network. 

 

 

http://www.mikehaywood-srs.com.au/


World News 

 

Generation Anthropocene: How Humans Have Altered the Planet for Ever 

In 2003 the Australian philosopher Glenn Albrecht coined the term Solastalgia which means a “form of psychic or 
existential distress caused by environmental change”. Albrecht was studying the effects of long-term drought and large-
scale mining activity on communities in New South Wales, when he realised that no word existed to describe the 
unhappiness of people whose landscapes were being transformed about them by forces beyond their control. He 
proposed his new term to describe this distinctive kind of homesickness. Where the pain of nostalgia arises from moving 
away, the pain of solastalgia arises from staying put. Where the pain of nostalgia can be mitigated by return, the pain of 
solastalgia tends to be irreversible. Solastalgia is not a malady specific to the present – we might think of John Clare as 
a solastalgic poet, witnessing his native Northamptonshire countryside disrupted by enclosure in the 1810s – but it has 
flourished recently. “A worldwide increase in ecosystem distress syndromes,” wrote Albrecht, is “matched by a 
corresponding increase in human distress syndromes”. Solastalgia speaks of a modern uncanny, in which a familiar 
place is rendered unrecognisable by climate change or corporate action: the home become suddenly unhomely around 
its inhabitants. Read More  

(Sourced from The Guardian, April 2016) 

 

 

Risk from induced earthquakes in the Netherlands  
The Slochteren gas field in north-east Holland has made the country energy self-sufficient for the past four decades. 
However, the large volumes of gas extracted have caused extensive subsidence, manifesting itself as earthquakes. This 
talk will provide an overview of the risk management issues faced in north-east Holland as a result of these induced 
earthquakes.  

Read more at Geoscience Australia’s website http://www.ga.gov.au/home  

 

 

 

Marginal ice zone processes in the 
summertime Arctic 

 

 

Abstract 

The importance of waves in the Arctic Ocean has increased with the significant retreat of the seasonal sea-ice extent. 
Here, we use wind, wave, turbulence, and ice measurements to evaluate the response of the ocean surface to a given 
wind stress within the marginal ice zone, with a focus on the local wind input to waves and subsequent ocean surface 
turbulence. Observations are from the Beaufort Sea in the summer and early fall of 2014, with fractional ice cover of up 
to 50%. Observations showed strong damping and scattering of short waves, which, in turn, decreased the wind energy 
input to waves. Near-surface turbulent dissipation rates were also greatly reduced in partial ice cover. The reductions in 
waves and turbulence were balanced, suggesting that a wind-wave equilibrium is maintained in the marginal ice zone, 
though at levels much less than in open water. These results suggest that air-sea interactions are suppressed in the 
marginal ice zone relative to open ocean conditions at a given wind forcing, and this suppression may act as a feedback 
mechanism in expanding a persistent marginal ice zone throughout the Arctic. 

Full report available at: 

https://home.elementascience.org/special-features/marginal-ice-zone-processes-in-the-summertime-arctic/  
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Resources available from Routledge Taylor & Francis Group 
 

 

 

 

 

 

A reduction in the energy demand of buildings can make a major contribution to achieving national and 
international carbon reduction goals. This video establishes the link between built environment energy and 
climate change, and discusses how the built environment and sustainability sectors are addressing this 
increasingly important issue and what the long term solutions might be, and consider whether we are 
making enough progress.  
Watch a recording of our free live webinar from 29th March 2016!  

 
 
Routledge Handbook of Food and Nutrition Security 
Edited by Bill Pritchard, Rodomiro Ortiz, Meera Shekar 

 

 

About the Book 

The concept of food and nutrition security has evolved and risen to the top of the 
international policy agenda over the last decade. Yet it is a complex and multi-faceted 
issue, requiring a broad and inter-disciplinary perspective for full understanding. This 
Handbook represents the most comprehensive compilation of our current knowledge 
of food and nutrition security from a global perspective. It is organized to reflect the 
wide scope of the contents, its four sections corresponding to the accepted current 
definitional frameworks prevailing in the work of multilateral agencies and mainstream 
scholarship. 

Read More 

 

 

New migratory shorebirds plan launched 

The Australian Government launched a new plan on April 8 2016 to help protect 35 species of shorebirds that regularly 
travel thousands of kilometres to visit Australia’s shores. 

The new ‘Wildlife Conservation Plan for Migratory Shorebirds’ identifies what else is required to strengthen the 
partnership with Australia’s regional neighbours including Japan, China and the Republic of Korea. 

Each year Australia becomes home to migratory shorebirds such as the grey plover, red knot and common sandpiper 
during their non-breeding season. These birds rely on Australia’s coastal and freshwater wetlands as places to rest and 
feed, with some travelling up to 11,500 kilometres non-stop to get here. 

The Wildlife Conservation Plan for Migratory Shorebirds is available online at: 

www.environment.gov.au/biodiversity/publications/wildlife-conservation-plan-migratory-shorebirds-2016    

 

 

Recipe: Economical Soap Jelly Mix: 

(Transforming a bar of soap into 20 litres of washing mixture!)  

Grate one bar of soap*. Put one half in one 10 litre bucket. Put the other half of grated soap in another 10 litre of water. 
Add ½ cup washing soda and 2 litres of boiling water to each bucket. Stir both buckets until mixture has dissolved. Top 
each bucket up to full with water. Leave to cool to form a thick jelly. Approximately one cup of this mixture per wash (in 
the washing machine) will be sufficient for a full load of washing. It can also be used for other washing tasks in place of 
‘detergents’, i.e. dish-washing, hand washing, shampoos, shower gels, etc.  
This mixture will make enough soap jelly to last some months – all from one simple bar of soap – how cheap is that?! 
If you prefer a richer, soapy mix with more suds - reduce the amount of water and make one bucket using a full bar of 
soap. 
*Any bar of soap will do - commercial, homemade, good quality (from health-food shop), cheap (generic - 5 bars to a box 
for only $2!), mixed soap scraps (to 100g) - it doesn't matter it can all be transformed into soap jelly.  
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